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STATEMENT 
Kailum is critically obsessed with the Web and born-digital content. He is particularly interested in image-rich 
technologies and the way global media communication—a landscape controlled by a handful of 
multidimensional oligopolistic corporate-run networks—can be sampled, organised, and considered in new 
philosophical, sociological, and political terms. Nonetheless, while these issues are political and economic in 
nature, Kailum believes anti-capitalist art offers no real alternative to the economic and ideological discourses of 
multinational capitalism. In its place, he is interested in examining the politics of the image and the construction 
of truth. To do this, he uses the Internet, which has normalised the act of collecting and compiling information, 
to preserve and curate found images and raw material. The aim is to engage with the cultural space and 
aesthetics of the Internet—and the vast amount of digital information it contains—as a subject, material, and 
tool of artistic production. 
 
To do this, Kailum investigates different media and photographic methods—from appropriation to pixel and 
data manipulation—to create still and moving image projects that reflect the influence of technology on the 
photographic medium and sit resolutely within the context of future movements of contemporary photography. 
One of the most convincing aspects of his approach is the way he urges the viewer to evolve from a condition 
of mere spectatorship to a position where they must actively reflect on the various roles of technology in our 
media-driven age. However, rather than openly expressing socio-political criticism, Kailum takes a gentler ‘hint-
at-the-direction’ path which invites the viewer to a process of reflection. On the surface his work might seem 
easy to read, but on closer inspection a viewer will find that he draws upon a myriad of artistic, philosophical, 
scientific, theoretical, and cross-disciplinary approaches to achieve his highly refined poetic ends.  
 
Kailum’s research delicately exists in a space between photography, Internet art, algorithmic art, and digital 
performance. He uses a laptop the same way a photographer uses a camera to document, record, and 
manipulate the world—which for Kailum is born-digital artefacts—to explore the disappearance of clear 
boundaries between culture, environment, and technology. He is particularly interested in the way humans use 
technology to transform, manipulate, and transcend natural environmental limits. There isn’t a one-way 
correlation; instead, a culture develops a technology, such as agriculture, to change the environment, and this 
technology, in turn, changes the culture and society that created it. Kailum explores this closed loop by creating 
large-scale still and moving images that play with the ubiquitous dichotomies between physical and digital 
existence.  
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#1 
 2016-2017 
130 ceramic mugs  
 Each 12cm x 8cm, overall dimensions 204cm x 116cm 
Edition of 6 + 2 AP 
 
Billionaires—the crème de la crème of a society in which money is the principal gauge of success. 
 
#1 presents 130 of the world’s 1,810 billionaires in the congratulatory style of #1 Dad mugs found in cheap gift 
shops. The work is the product of obsessive online surfing and the desire to order and rearrange the seemingly 
endless amount of information available online. 2016 was another record year for wealth; however, this was the 
aggregate net worth of the world’s richest people—the billionaires—not the public. This is undoubtedly the 
future of capitalism as, according to French economist Thomas Piketty, there’s a simple equation to explain the 
rise in wealth inequity: r > g. The rate of return for owned capital (r) exceeds the overall rate of economic growth 
(g). Thus, those who control wealth will accumulate it at a faster rate than the economy can produce it. 
The plutocratic rich, who influence the economy and society, will get proportionally richer, while the poor will get 
proportionally poorer. #1 attempts to flip the celebratory logic of wealth on its head and give a middle finger to 
neoliberalism—an economic system that values greed, self-interest, and extreme personal wealth. 
 
15 of the 130 sampled billionaires, or 11%, are current or former Presidents, Prime Ministers, Governors, 
Members of Parliament, Ministers, Senators, and Mayors—and this doesn’t include their lobbying activities. 
Thus, it is no surprise that politicians, on both sides of the political spectrum, are thoroughly committed to the 
capitalist status quo. They don’t represent the people who elected them; rather, they bow to the bidding of the 
big banks, the financial institutions, and the multinational corporations that the extremely privileged few control. 
The reality of the situation, and the fact that those with money rule, was made evident in a Perspectives on 
Politics article by Professor Martin Gilens from Princeton University and Professor Benjamin Page from 
Northwest University. They analysed 1,779 policy outcomes over a 20-year period to answer a simple question: 
does the government represent the people? They concluded, “economic elites and organized groups 
representing business interests have substantial independent impacts on U.S. government policy, while mass-
based interest groups and average citizens have little or no independent influence”. Strictly speaking, politicians 
literally don’t care what their constituents think or want; instead, they listen to the rich and powerful, who don’t 
want to pay their fair share of tax, yet demand billions in subsidies and support from taxpayers. In the age of 
austerity, it’s socialism for the rich, and sink-or-swim capitalism for the rest of humanity.  
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Transillumination 
2015-2016 
Pigment print on Hahnemühle cotton rag, framed 
173cm x 160cm 
Edition of 6 + 2 AP 
 
Transillumination is a photographic project comprised of hundreds of self-portraits created by capturing the 
transmission of light through different parts of my body. The work is a result of experimentation with mobile 
phone photography to create new and unexpected interpretations of portraiture—specifically the selfie. 
Transillumination of the skin is performed to visualise subsurface blood volume and blood oxygen saturation; 
however, by repeating the process—there are seven hundred and fifty photos in total—the effect is subsumed 
to create an ambiguous sequence of images that exist somewhere between art and life, and the organic and 
inorganic. There’s nothing more intimate than a blood portrait—in a way, it’s the ultimate selfie. However, 
equally, there’s nothing less ordinary than a mobile phone selfie. I view the work, which itself is a hybrid process 
between performance and photography, as both an abstract self-portrait and binary landscape. Viewing it like 
this displaces the human/non-human duality and reflects upon the shifting boundaries between bodies and 
technologies, and humans and machines. 
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Heidegger realised that at some point in time we’re bound to be confronted with anxiety (Angst). Anxiety is that 
rare and subtle mood when the self first distinguishes itself from the world and becomes self-aware. In anxiety, 
nothing really makes sense anymore. The world turns into something remote and strange. Ordinary objects look 
strange, everyday activities pointless, and common sense objectives outlandish. A toilet is no longer just a toilet, 
but rather some kind of alien and uncanny object with a peculiar ominous presence. One could just hang a toilet 

in a gallery and call it fucking art, and really, that would be okay. 
 
 
I Don’t Understand Modern Art 
 2015-ongoing (printed in 2016) 
32 ChromaLuxe transfers on aluminium sheet  
Each 20.32cm x 25.4cm 
Edition of 6 + 2 AP 
 
I Don’t Understand Modern Art originated in 2015 as a Twitter feed that re-tweets posts featuring the phrase ‘I 
don’t understand modern art’. The aim is to engage with the cultural space and aesthetics of Twitter; and to 
examine Tweets as a subject, material, and tool of artistic production. Basically, to make art out of Tweets. The 
Tweets intrigue me because, on the one hand, they are honest and real, but on the other hand, they are 
indicative of outdated thinking about art. The criteria and boundaries of art have been challenged by a great 
lineage of artists over the last two hundred years; however, it’s this provocation that makes contemporary art 
seem so alienating. The work is—hopefully—a humorous attempt to showcase that art encompasses a broad 
spectrum of traditional and experimental media; and it doesn’t matter if it is understood or not, its purpose is to 
elicit a response. Art itself is a response to the world—an attempt to capture an aspect of life as experienced by 
us—and is a catalyst for an ongoing open discussion and inquiry about the world. I hope to show that it’s okay to 
hate an artwork, but it shouldn’t be dismissed because it doesn’t adhere to preconceived notions of what art is, or 
ought to be. It is interesting to ask, ‘what is art?’ However, I think it’s more amusing to ask, ‘is it interesting?’ 
Besides, it is fun turning Tweets that reject contemporary art into an artwork that celebrates unrestricted creative 
experimentation. Viewed like this, the work—although created intuitively—can be understood as a response to 
the dismissive and apathetic ‘I don’t understand modern art’ assertion often given to contemporary artworks that 
don’t resemble art created by the Old Masters. 
 
Detailed view: 
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Spukhafte Fernwirkung 
2017-2019 
Single-channel high-definition digital projection 
36:50 minutes (looped), 16:9, colour, sound 
Edition of 6 + 2 AP 
 
A year-long performance. 
 
Spukhafte Fernwirkung involved manually collecting every photo uploaded to www.road.is—a website that uses 
a vast network of webcams to show the road and driving conditions of Iceland—each day for a year. I started 
collecting the images in early 2017 while undertaking a self-funded residency in Skagaströnd, Iceland and 
finished collecting them a year later in the same small town thanks to the generosity of Arts 
Queensland funding. During the months in-between, I continued collecting the images from my studio—which 
for me is a Wi-Fi connection, a laptop, and a few too many external hard drives from wherever I happen to be 
located in the world. I spent another year after that creating the work. I missed trudging around Iceland in my 
snow boots, so engaging with the landscape remotely for two years was a way for me to stay connected to the 
country. Moreover, whereas the digital is dominated by metaphors of space, with terms like cyberspace or 
virtual reality, I was interested in time, because time is (digitally-speaking) ignored, or viewed as a frustration—
the time it once took a dial-up modem to connect to the Internet, or how long it takes to download something. I 
was also drawn to the low-resolution nature of the images—measuring just 640 by 480 pixels each—which gave 
them a glitchy, yet painterly quality. Nonetheless, while digital in nature, I view the work as a hybrid process 
between a (long durational) plein air painting and (post-capture) computer processing. The webcams are 
located perpetually outside, constantly capturing the landscape(s)—before I, in turn, captured their capturing of 
the digital terrain. Basically, I don’t believe an artworks digital status should alter its perceptual experience or 
appreciation. Besides, I wanted to explore a different aspect of Iceland to that of the tens of thousands of 
photographers and videographers who travel to the same locations each year to portray Iceland as a wild, 
rugged, and untouched otherworldly landscape. I’m more interested in exploring the disappearance of clear 
boundaries between culture, technology, and the environment, so Route 1 (the Ring Road), which runs around 
the entire island connecting most of the country’s inhabitants, as well as the most popular tourist attractions, 
was for me a more interesting subject. 
 
* Spukhafte Fernwirkung, or spooky action at a distance, is the term Einstein used to sceptically describe quantum 
entanglement—the phenomenon whereby if we observe a particle in one place, another particle, even if it is light-years away 
on the other side of the Universe, will instantly change its properties, as if the two are connected. This is because for quantum 
particles there is no definitive state of being, they exist in a cloud of probabilities—until observed. Moreover, the observer 
effect theory suggests that more than simply disturbing the particle being measured, observation produces it, by compelling it 
to assume a single defined state. 
 
Video URL: https://www.kailumgraves.com/spukhafte-fernwirkung/  
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I Am 
2018-2021 
Single-channel high-definition digital video 
2:49 minutes (looped), 16:9, colour, silent 
Edition of 5 +1 AP 
 
Several hundred ‘I am’ statements sampled from BBC World News articles. 
 
A few things recently happened that were the culmination of a lifetime of pain. To begin to understand, accept, 
and deal with everything—to move on with my life—I wrote a timeline of my entire existence. It contained my 
deepest Core (my soul, my Being, my consciousness, my unconsciousness, my me-ness). It was my deepest 
self, my deepest Me, full of my nethermost fears, anxieties, doubts, and insecurities. It was my soul laid bare. A 
new beginning. My childhood and adolescent years had long-lasting consequences on my perception of self. 
Yet, I never spoke about my childhood, not even with the people closest to me. I was embarrassed and 
ashamed. Instead, I expressed myself through art (as cliché as this sentence sounds). My art—chronicling 
billionaires, politicians, the porn industry, the invisible power structures behind photography etc.—is me 
detesting people who believe they have power. People who abuse other people for their own self-gratification. 
Beings who crave power and crush other beings to feel big. People who demand respect but do nothing to earn 
the respect they command. Men who feel the urge to make women and children feel vulnerable and small. This 
was my childhood. Yet, instead of facing it, I ran, I hid, I felt alone, frightened, rejected, and unloved. This 
project is an attempt to be me. It is me refusing to hide. It is a self-reflective metaphysical question that I 
couldn’t answer until recently—what does it feel like ‘to exist’? It is an attempt to yell at the top of my fucking 
lungs that I exist—that ‘I am’. Nonetheless, I never want to be defined by my perceived weakness—my abuse, 
my post-traumatic stress, my angst, and my depression. My childhood made me the person I am today, so I 
wouldn’t change the past, even if I could. I exist. 
 
My timeline (for personal reasons, this is a scaled and unreadable jpeg): 

 
I was never allowed to Be (in the philosophical sense of ‘Being’, or ‘being-in-the-world’). I was never allowed to be a precious and innocent child—to carefully explore 
and understand life. Life was thrown in my face. The hard-brutal truth of life—the loneliness and the isolation. I was never allowed to be a human. I was a product of 

violence. I was born into a world of pure violence and pure hatred. I don’t actually know how I survived my childhood. I’m lucky to be alive today, which is odd because I 
tried to end my life when I was in primary school. I never felt loved. I have never experienced love and I have never had a home. Until this year (2020), I didn’t believe in 

things like unconditional love or marriage. I would look at everybody else, all the blissful people, and I never understood their happiness. I thought everyone was 
thoughtless—too naive to see the brutality of life. Too naive in their simple and content lives. I was alone. I felt alone. I was totally alone. Disconnected from the world. I 

was the loneliest boy in the Universe. I now know why I had these feelings. They were conditioned into me. From the very start of my life, I was treated like nothingness. I 
was rejected. I was never loved. I was choked. I was raped. I was abused. I was hit. I was never given a home. I was never given safety or security. I was (deliberately) 

given the opposite of these necessities. I was treated like an animal. I lived my entire life in my head—in a safe cave in my head—protected and disconnected from the 
world around me. I was isolated, sad, and lonely. But I thought this was life. I thought this was ‘normal’. 

 
Video URL: https://www.kailumgraves.com/i-am/  
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Fuck kale. Fuck yoga. Fuck bamboo cotton. Fuck vegetable smoothies. Fuck slim legs. Fuck organic. Fuck 
quinoa beet salad. Fuck berries. Fuck alternative. Fuck cold-pressed juice.  Fuck airport selfies. Fuck summer. 

Fuck leafy greens. Fuck detox. Fuck athletic. Fuck the inherent bullshit of palatable capitalism disguised as 
wellness on Instagram. 

 
 
The Otherness of Self 
2014–ongoing  (printed in 2016) 
450 digital c-type prints 
 Each 10.16cm x 10.16cm, overall dimensions 304.8cm x 152.4cm 
 
Mirrors for sale on Gumtree—the images form part of a larger project to preserve and curate Gumtree 
classifieds. 
 
Photography isn’t a tool to document and record reality; it’s a means to manipulate it. Nonetheless, these 
accidental self-portraits seem to capture the nuances of human existence—the absurdities, the ironies, and the 
small dramas of contemporary life—overlooked by the deliberately flattering selfie, or constructed 
photojournalistic image. They lack the technical expertise of traditional or mainstream art; yet, they capture a 
vulnerability that’s almost impossible to recreate. This has been achieved both consciously and by mistake. 
Appropriation is never truly random, it invariably requires some selection and presentation by the artist; 
however, the self-portraits themselves are a happy accident—taken to sell a mirror. This accident does away 
with the idea of a trained and self-aware self-portrait (selfie) photographer, and perhaps even the idea of a 
trained or self-aware artist. Printed in the square format of Instagram, the work was inspired by Penelope 
Umbrico’s For Sale/TVs From Craigslist series and Walker Evans' Subway Portraits. 
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Echo Chamber 
2021-ongoing 
24 pigment prints on Hahnemühle cotton rag 
Each 150cm x 150cm 
Edition of 4 + 1 AP 
 
Echo Chamber is an ever-expanding series of abstract landscapes created by disrupting, manipulating, and 
reimagining famous Australian landscape paintings (as well as a few portraits for good measure) to emphasise 
the algorithmic nature of the digital terrain (pun intended). Pixels interest me because they are the smallest 
visible controllable element of a digital image; beyond the pixel is just pure information—bits of information. I 
wanted to explore the Australian landscape because my artwork and personal experience have never been self-
reflectively ‘Australian’ or defined by place. Overseas is the only time I feel ‘Australian’ (whatever that 
necessitates) because the moment I open my mouth and speak I am instantly recognised and catalogued as 
Australian, along with all the perceived ‘Australian-ness’ that comes along with it. Yet for me, landscapes reveal 
more than time and place; they reveal universal and fundamental questions—and this is what really interests 
me. The aim is to explore the circular relationship between technology and nature by creating large-scale prints 
that sit somewhere between real and imagined landscapes. Humans have always interpreted nature based on 
their technology. Newtonian mechanics, for instance, saw the Universe as a clockwork mechanism, and 
genetics—discovered at the dawn of the computer age—viewed DNA as digital code. Likewise, today we 
superimpose our current fixation with advanced simulations and artificial intelligence onto the laws of physics 
and, by doing so, ponder if we are ourselves living in a simulation. Nonetheless, physics, particularly quantum 
physics, isn’t really about reality; it’s just the best description about how the world appears to us. Science, like 
art and philosophy, isn’t about finding out how or what nature is; rather, it is about what we can say about 
nature. On a more personal note, I find it boring, monotonous, and uninspiring when contemporary photography 
remains within the safety of conceptual and historical boundaries - things like taking the easy path by simply 
photographically recreating a still life or taking a photo with the subject wearing a pretty mask or costume as if 
this is 'cutting-edge' (and repeating this same process until it becomes meaningless). Taking a risk, even if this 
risk comes to nothing, is wonderfully rousing. 
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Do Lonely Astronomical Observatories Dream Electric Dreams? 
2021 
Pigment print on Hahnemühle cotton rag, framed 
103cm x 77cm 
Edition of 6 + 2 AP 
 
Veil Nebula is a supernova remnant visible with binoculars—a delightful rarity when it comes to cosmic 
wonders. Located 2,100 light-years away from Earth in the constellation Cygnus, the nebula formed between 
10,000 and 20,000 years ago when a star twenty times the size of our sun expired—an explosion that would 
have been visible during daytime for weeks if not months on Earth. Whenever I read something like this, that our 
common ancestors would have witnessed such a momentous event, my mind daydreams and fantasies about 
the significance and ramifications for these early humans. What did they think when this bright object appeared 
in the sky? Was this a juncture in time launching an epic transition in the history of human evolution—a series of 
events that is still reverberating today? Did this fractional moment in the chronology of the Universe forever alter 
the odyssey of humankind? Or perhaps I am a fanciful stargazer, and nothing happened at all. From a technical 
point of view, the work was created by disentangling, altering (processing to emphasise the algorithmic nature 
of digital imagery), and repositioning several images of the Veil Nebula to create an object of the mind (an 
imagined object). I liked the idea of creating an image that is chaotic when viewed up close—thousands of 
individual and independent parts—yet detailed and ordered when viewed from a distance. 
 
In respect to some of the electrifying episodes that occurred during this period: 20,000 years ago humans in 
China started crafting the oldest known pottery vessels; around the same time the goat was domesticated; the 
first human migration into North America occurred between 16,000 and 13,000 years ago; humans 
domesticated the pig between 15,000 and 14,700 years ago; archaeological records reveal the oldest evidence 
for prehistoric warfare occurring between 14,000 and 12,000 years ago; 13,000–11,000 years ago humans 
domesticated the sheep; 13,000-10,000 years ago the climate started to warm and glaciers receded; 11,600 
years ago the Holocene geological epoch began—global warming accelerated the glacial retreat; 11,100 years 
ago the giant short-faced bears, giant ground sloths, and Equidae went extinct; 11,000 years ago prehistoric 
humans constructed the megaliths at Göbeklitepe in southern Turkey, which is the oldest surviving religious site 
on Earth; 10,500 years ago humans domesticated cattle; and, finally, the cultivation of barley and wheat began 
in Mesopotamia 10,000-9,000 years ago. 
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Heavy-Eyed Tyrants and Boring Machine Operators 
2020 
Single-channel high-definition digital projection 
04:45 minutes (looped), 16:9, colour, sound 
Edition of 6 + 2 AP 
 
Heavy-Eyed Tyrants and Boring Machine Operators is a medley of current and preceding heads of state of the 
Group of Twenty (G20) turning a blind eye on the will of the people. While the abstraction of ‘the will of the 
people’ relies on a mythical ideal of participatory democracy (in most of the depicted member states), a political 
system that disempowers its constituents in favour of markets, production, competition, privatisation, 
commodification, and profit above all else, including social issues, it was nonetheless the best starting point for 
me to initiate the project. In my mind, the fabled ‘world leaders’ are the boring machine operators of a 
monotonous political machine (a machine built on enduring primeval myths and ancient dreams). The operators 
are disinterested, banal, mundane, oblivious, and dull: looking without seeing, taking no notice, paying no 
attention, tuning out, ignoring, evading, misconstruing, and burying their heads in the proverbial sand. I used 
both current and preceding heads of state because I wanted to capture both sides of the political spectrum, as 
it has become increasingly clear that politicians on both sides are thoroughly committed to the status quo. They 
don’t represent the people who elected them; rather, they bow to the commands of the super-wealthy—the 
financial institutions, the multinational corporations with their powerful lobbies, and the ostentatious elite—and 
to their own (self-interested and greedy) ambitions. Those in charge—namely, those with money—are 
(calculatingly) blind to the will of the people. Nonetheless, while politics is a heated area of debate, I didn’t want 
to engage in this despairing exchange; instead, I wanted to question the assumptions and the prophecies of our 
relentless commitment to the past and present forms of political systems being treated as ends in themselves. 
To do this, I pumped the mundane machine operators through my own (imaginary) machine. A montage 
machine that condensed space, time, and information to blur all preconceived notions. Besides, I don’t think it’s 
surprising to see that capitalist democracy is facing a profound crisis—citizens around the world are 
disenchanted with politics and have little faith in their governments doing the right thing by them. However, real 
power still resides with the people, if they choose to exercise it. It is we, the people, who are asleep at the wheel 
(a super cheesy concluding sentence, I know). 
 
* The G20 is the self-professed “premier international forum for global economic cooperation”. The members of the G20 are 
Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea, Mexico, Russia, Saudi 
Arabia, South Africa, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States and the European Union. G20 members account for 85% of the 
world economy, 75% of global trade, and two-thirds of the world’s population, including more than half of the world’s poor. 
For me, the last statistic says it all… 
 
Video URL: https://www.kailumgraves.com/heavy-eyed-tyrants-and-boring-machine-operators/ 
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Hell 
2021 
Pigment print on Hahnemühle cotton rag, framed 
50cm x 50cm 
Edition of 6 + 2 AP 
 
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) are anxiety disorders that 
commonly co-occur in people with a history of trauma. For me, this manifested as a ritualised urge to pray five 
times (representing me), then 6 times (the devil’s number), and then 7 times (God’s number) in a row before I 
could fall asleep—often this would repeat neurotically until my mind was satisfied that I wasn’t going to die 
during the night and go to hell. I would replay this same repetitive sequence throughout the day while 
performing ‘normal’ daily activities, such as turning on or off a light switch or opening and closing a door. 
However, praying repetitively in a cyclic pattern before being able to sleep was the most frustrating aspect (the 
product of my PTSD mixing with my catholic primary school education to create a spiritual tic). If I didn’t, the 
outcome (in my mind) was certain death. To represent this, I disrupted, manipulated, and reimagined 
Hieronymus Bosch’s painting Hell (1490) using the numbers 5, 6, and 7 in the code. The work is an attempt to 
create a (digitally coded) performance piece of the agonising process of my ritualised and repetitive behaviours. 
It is an attempt to move the numbers and sequence from a torturous process to a creative one. 
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The Uncanny 
2016 -2017 
Single-channel high-definition digital video 
5:54 minutes (looped), 16:9, colour, silent 
Edition of 6 + 1 AP 
 
There is authenticity in low-resolution imagery. This is how Bigfoot, UFO, and Loch Ness Monster videos 
uploaded to YouTube gain their validity. Similarly, the most powerful still and moving images from conflict and 
occupied zones are often low-resolution, heavily pixelated, and blurred. In researching this project, I began to 
realise how fundamental the pixel is in allowing us to cross borders in real-time through the emission and 
instantaneous reception of visual signals (live streaming webcams, security cameras, and mobile footage from 
protests, war zones and dangerous journeys). I wanted to embrace this quality—which enabled me, from 
Mexico City, where I was undertaking a residency—to capture beachgoers at leisure using a networked surf 
camera above Coolum Beach, Australia. The uncanniness of the images—at times the people documented 
appear more mythical creature than human—belongs to a politics of fear and threat of otherness (the pixelated 
face of a criminal, Bigfoot, fighter jet footage of an airstrike, or CCTV footage). These things sit at the 
intersection of digital and physical, and the real and imagined, where the spectacle trumps direct experience of 
the world, and things we recognise start to blur seamlessly into places and things that aren’t real. 
 
Video URL: https://www.kailumgraves.com/uncanny/  
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The Fear of Physical Extinction and the Feeling of Disintegration Anxiety 
2017 
Pigment print on Hahnemühle cotton rag, framed, museum glass 
130cm x 130cm 
Edition of 6 + 2 AP 
 
The Fear of Physical Extinction and the Feeling of Disintegration Anxiety arose out of the feeling of 
disconnection and estrangement I had upon returning to Australia—especially the Australian cultural economy—
after undertaking a residency in Iceland. To help overcome this, I decided to channel my lack of energy and 
fatigue—especially my financial exhaustion, with the constant onus on artists to pay entry fees, insurance, 
printing, framing, and freight costs for exhibitions and art awards—into forced productivity. In doing so, I 
wanted to explore the relationship between the photographic image and concealed (creative) labour, which is 
implicitly present in any discourses dealing with social, political, and/or economic issues. I thought decoding the 
image would be the best way to explore the hidden labour behind art, especially digital art (which is, apparently, 
easy and something a kid could do). I wanted to draw parallels between art and the information/on-demand 
economy—the present climax of the decades-long socio-economic ideology of neoliberalism—where labour 
has been disassembled, reassembled, and rendered invisible. Low-paid and vulnerable gig-economy workers, 
like artists, must support themselves and bear all the risks associated with the job. To explore this, I took the 
traditional still life painting, which contains objects symbolic of the inevitability of death, such as flowers, and 
investigated its contemporary conditions of possibility. I might have failed to achieve this; however, failure is an 
experience, and without risk and experimentation art is stagnate. Besides, simply recreating a historic 17th 
century Dutch still life is safe and boring, nor does it explore issues of contemporary life, such as digitally 
mediated labour. Moreover, whereas flowers in a traditional still life painting spoke of beauty and signalled 
decay, I wanted to focus on transience and concurrent permanency—two complicated qualities of art. Thus, the 
work is a continuation of my exploration into the photographic medium and contemporary modes of 
production—the emphasis is not on the image itself; rather, it is an attempt to expose the image as a process 
that turns labour invisible.  
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Every Building [Transition] on the [Google Street View] Sunset Strip 
2016-2021 
Two-channel high-definition digital video 
21:05 minutes (looped), 16:9, colour, sound 
Edition of 6 + 2 AP 
 
Every Building [Transition] on the [Google Street View] Sunset Strip is a wall-sized diptych of video projections 
revisiting and reimagining Edward Ruscha’s 25-foot-long accordion-folded book Every Building on the Sunset 
Strip (1966) in the interest of gaining a better understanding of contemporary photography in the current 
juncture of conceptual uncertainty and technological transition. The work, shot entirely with Google Street View 
in 2016 and edited in 2021—I sat on the raw footage for 5 years not knowing what to do with it—blends the 
relatively unchanged industrialised urban landscape of Los Angeles, which resembles any other industrialised 
city, with the imaging and digital mapping technologies of the surveillance age. I have always been intrigued by 
Google Street View’s metamorphosis from an experiment in 2007 into the massive and ever-growing archive 
that it is today. While editing the work frame-by-frame—there are 120,000 frames in total—I decided to focus on 
the mishap glitched frames (a natural snag/flaw that happens in Street View as the frames transition). I was 
interested in emphasising the medium as the visual source of inspiration—in the same way that Ruscha was 
interested in the artistic idea or concept—as well as the fluidness between digital information and art, and 
between new technologies and old systems. On a more personal note, I am fascinated by the play between 
originality and imitation—the copy of a copy of a copy of a copy (forever repeating for aeons and aeons)—
throughout the history of art, so it was a reflective experience to drive down the Sunset Strip 50 years after 
Ruscha. There is no art, or art history, without borrowing, appropriation, fraud, plagiarism, and theft. Art, 
especially digitally-derived art (and music), is a mashup of aesthetic approaches that question authorship, while 
relying on the authority of the original for validation—I guess I should say ‘thanks Ruscha!’ 
 
Video URL: https://www.kailumgraves.com/every-building-transition-on-the-google-street-view-sunset-strip/ 
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Memory coherence 
2021 
Archival pigment print on canvas, framed 
63cm x 106cm 
Edition of 6 + 2 AP 
 
Memory coherence is a continuation of an ongoing investigation into ways of emphasising the algorithmic 
nature of digital photography, while at the same time paying homage to Eleanor who has always believed in me, 
even during my deepest moments of self-doubt. To metaphorically represent Ellie’s perpetual support during 
the highs and lows of my art practice and career—there are a lot more lows and rejections than there are 
highs—I repeatedly uploaded and downloaded an image of Ellie to the Internet. I did this to the point where the 
work became more performative than photographic. Nonetheless, the slow and gentle degradation of the image 
as it is compressed and eroded away played with the ubiquitous dichotomies between physical and digital, and 
between the so-called ‘original’ and the copy. I am fascinated by the play between originality and imitation—the 
copy of a copy of a copy of a copy (forever repeating for aeons and aeons)—throughout the history of art. There 
is no art, or art history, without borrowing, appropriation, fraud, plagiarism, and theft. Art, especially digitally 
derived art (and music), is a mashup of aesthetic approaches that question authorship, while relying on the 
authority of the original for validation. The aim of the work is to challenge conventional photographic 
representation, and, in doing so, explore the creative possibilities of digital photography. However, more than 
anything—including my often conceptual and philosophical dribbles of a description—the portrait is a sincere 
thank you to Ellie for years of tireless support. 
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“When we get too close to the desired object, erotic fascination turns into disgust at the Real of the bare flesh.” 

~ Slavoj Žižek 
 
 
Reclining Nudes  
2014-ongoing (printed in 2017) 
4 pigment prints on Hahnemühle cotton rag, framed, museum glass 
Each 48cm x 66cm 
Edition of 6 + 2 AP 
 
Still frames from partially downloaded BitTorrent porn movies. 
 
Images of the female body are so prevalent in Western art that the female nude, particularly the reclining nude, 
has come to connate Western art and culture. However, the representation of the female body—and through it 
female sexuality—has largely been a male pursuit. Given my interest in the Web and born-digital content, 
pornography was the obvious medium for me to gravitate towards in order to examine the reclining nude and 
the infinite nuances she represents. Pornography is one of the most vexed aspects of online culture; seen by 
some as degrading and misogynistic, and by others as liberating. This is a debate I don’t wish to address; 
rather, I am interested in examining what is ostensibly an ideological impossibility—the portrayal, by a male 
artist, of the radical and raw beauty of the female body that doesn’t contribute to the sexual objectification of 
women. Pornography might seem like an odd medium; however, my intention was to depict women in control of 
their sexuality and behaviour, and not defined by it, as the reclining nude—the words alone conjure up a vision 
of voluptuous femininity, soft fabric, and downturned eyes—deprived women of this right. Whether this is the 
case with pornography or not, I don’t know; but I like the idea of contributing to a constructive sexual debate. If 
anything, I think this project shows that reclaiming sexualised images of women and re-contextualising them as 
feminist empowerment offers no real alternative to patriarchal portraiture; yet, doing nothing is not an option. I’m 
philosophically obsessed with the Absurd—the fundamental disharmony between our search for meaning and 
the meaninglessness of the universe—so I enjoy examining lose-lose paradoxes like this. 
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Data Rock (Take Me Somewhere Nice) 
2016 
6 pigment prints on Hahnemühle cotton rag, framed, museum glass 
Each 121cm x 40cm, or 61 x 20cm 
Edition of 6 + 2 AP in both sizes 
 
Digital c-type or digital inkjet print on metallic paper, framed 
Each 61cm x 20cm 
Open edition 
 
Landscapes created out of the cultural material I have—and can afford—access to. 
 
Data Rock (Take Me Somewhere Nice) is a series of abstract landscapes created by sequentially copying the 
colour of every pixel in six 100px x 100px images and pasting it successively to create entirely new images from 
the sampled pixels. Interestingly, each sampled pixel is already a sample of an original image. However, as 
numerous theorists have pointed out, the fictions of original and copy are so entwined that it is impossible to 
say where one begins and the other ends. Pixels interest me because they are the smallest controllable element 
of a picture. Moreover, the aesthetics of copy and paste—which is nothing more than the transfer of data—is, to 
me, the epitome of the transformative philosophy of sampling, and is the perfect response to the bombardment 
of media imagery. I believe that everyone should be able to create art, and thus meaning, out of the cultural 
materials of the everyday. 
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The Celebrity That Therefore I Am 
2015 
72 Fujifilm Instax Mini Film, framed, museum glass 
Each 8.6cm x 5.4cm, overall dimensions 76cm x 70cm 
Edition of 8 + 2 AP 
 
A self-portrait. 
 
The Celebrity That Therefore I Am attempts to explore the relationship between the Self and the Other—the 
celebrity, as well as the celebrity photographer accidentally captured in their eye—as a way to examine the 
identity of the postmodern Self. In our celebrity [obsessed] culture, the ideal human being is the celebrity, and 
becoming one is, arguably, the purpose of life. In postmodern societies, organised around Baudrillardian 
simulacra and simulation, and the play of images and signs, identity is constructed on appearance, which in turn 
is constructed through the machinery of the mass media and capitalism. Artists, for example, are required to act 
like rock stars to please collectors; and rock stars are obliged to live fast and die young, creating an impression 
of premature mortality and cementing posthumous fame. In our celebrity culture, fuelled, in part, by our desire 
to see and be seen, the image of the celebrity plays the role of the gaze of the Other—images of celebrities 
determine how we perceive ourselves. However, the irony is, in postmodern culture the self is unable to exist, 
for it has been swallowed by the totalitarianism of capitalism. Postmodern culture erases the category of self 
and replaces it with saturated images from the media. The postmodern subject, like postmodern art, music, and 
literature, is—to borrow from Jacques Lacan’s account of schizophrenia—schizophrenic. Postmodernism 
creates a fragmented self that has no essence, only images. 
 
The project originated as a Tumblr blog. 
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The Quantum Graininess of Nature 
2019 
Two-channel high-definition digital video 
30:00 min each (looped), 16:9, colour, sound 
Edition of 6 + 2 AP 
 
The one essential component of science, philosophy, and art is the ‘new’, which is achieved by endlessly 
analysing the ways in which humans experience (and project upon) the world. Or, as Niels Henrik David Bohr—
one of the founders of quantum theory—claimed, physics isn’t about finding out how or what nature is; rather, it 
is about what we can say about nature. Romantic painters, for instance, favoured nature and plein air painting 
and were particularly interested in sky and atmosphere, and placed emphasis on emotions such as awe—
especially as experienced when confronting the beauty of nature. For me, the (connecting) space between 
science, philosophy, and art is metaphysics, because it can be boiled down to two questions: What is there? 
And what is it like? This is what all humans throughout all ages have attempted to answer and is—as a total 
speculation—why contemporary humans attempt to view, process, and make sense of the world, or the Mona 
Lisa, through smartphones and mobile phone photography. It is also why the pixel—and the use of pixel to 
imagine, digitally manipulate, and create contemporary landscapes—is perhaps the only way I can view, 
interpret, and make sense of the world. Besides, for me, landscapes don’t reveal time and place; instead, they 
reveal more universal and fundamental questions (and not necessarily answers), and this is what interested me. 
 
* The footage was captured on China’s famed high-speed rail network while on a journey from Changsha to Shanghai. 
 
Video URL: http://www.kailumgraves.com/the-quantum-graininess-of-nature/ 
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Sweet Obliteration  
2014  
6 digital projections, or 56 individual screens (each) 
Variable dimensions 
 
Coming from the realisation that movies are only an illusion of time and motion comprised of thousands of still 
images, the project forms part of a larger ongoing experiment to visually represent film, or moments in film, in a 
single image. The name of the series, although incongruous and purposefully so, refers to the moments of 
pleasure we experience when confronted with extraordinary physical phenomena, such as the tremendous 
power of a nuclear explosion. The profound impact of an atomic blast can be best understood by placing it in 
the context of the sublime. Almost as soon as the first devastatingly beautiful mushroom cloud evaporated, the 
scared awe and terror of the nuclear sublime quickly degenerated into a new atomic aesthetic of the familiar 
and the banal. The bomb, and its iconic mushroom cloud, which featured on everything from newsreels, 
newspapers, and magazines to bikinis, t-shirts, posters, stamps, records, and even corporate logos, was 
promptly reduced to nuclear kitsch. Thus, the project is an attempt to undermine the image by way of the image 
itself. 
 
The work is intentionally silent, to contemplate on the imagery itself; however, it’s hypothetical soundtrack—the 
one that plays in my head when viewing it—is Sine Wave by Mogwai. 
 
Video URL: https://www.kailumgraves.com/sweet-obliteration/ 
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Isolation in Fragmented Landscapes 
2019 
Installation: 
- Six single-channel high-definition digital videos, 12:15 minutes, (each, looped), 16:9, colour, silent 
- Two pigment prints on Hahnemühle cotton rag, framed, 150cm x 150cm (each) 
- MP3, stereophonic digital audio file, 33:02 mins (looped) 
Edition of 6 + 2 AP 
 
I was fortunate to be awarded a funded residency, commission, and exhibition at PLAN8T in Changsha, China. 
PLAN8T is a prototype of vertical community living, and (fittingly) the focus of the program was to explore and 
conceptualise a future sustainable urban space—a space that merged technology, nature, and society. This is a 
complex topic that could easily plummet into an abyss of apocalyptic pessimism (the awe-inspiring inescapable 
complexity of the capitalist economic system, irreversible climate change, or global catastrophes), or worse, 
into the void of utopian optimism of futurism (space conquering humans, interstellar colonies, or technologically 
(re)engineered humans). I wanted to transcend the rhetoric that dominates discussions of the future and instead 
explore—on a semi philosophical level—the abstraction of infinite possibilities. I pursued a (nonetheless flawed) 
neutral middle ground—the tyranny of the Golden Mean. This meant that visually, I was interested in creating 
abstract landscapes that were unordered when viewed up close, yet slightly more ordered when observed from 
a distance—sceneries that sat somewhere between real and imagined landscapes. The aim was to emphasise 
the algorithmic nature of the digital terrain (pun intended). 
 
Installation view: https://www.kailumgraves.com/isolation-in-fragmented-landscapes/ 
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Thank You Machine Elves! 
2015-2016 
3 pigment prints on Hahnemühle cotton rag, framed, museum glass 
Each 75cm x 75cm, overall dimensions 225cm x 75cm 
Edition of 6 + 2 AP 
 
Thank You Machine Elves! is an attempt to emphasise the algorithmic nature of digital photography by 
disrupting and manipulating the way light is converted into digital data. The aim is to invoke awareness of the 
medium itself by reminding us that a digital camera is nothing more than a computer with a lens on it. The work, 
which began life ‘in camera’ as headshot portraits of seventy-five different people, forms part of a larger 
ongoing experiment to create new interpretations of portraiture and is a natural extension of my interest in the 
photographic process. I’m more interested in post-production, which can last months, than I am in the actual 
act of taking a photograph, which usually only lasts a hundredth or a thousandth of a second. The aim of the 
project is to challenge conventional photographic representation, and, in doing so, explore the creative 
possibilities of digital photography. 
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No. 13 Baby  
2016  
Archival pigment print on canvas , framed 
212cm x 70cm, or 121cm x 40cm 
Edition of 6 + 2 AP in both sizes 
 
The nothing that is—a slit-scan of a slit-scan. 
 
Order and chaos, simplicity and complexity, organic and inorganic, are not at the opposite ends of the 
spectrum; rather, they are intertwined—one couldn’t exist without the other. Without order, nothing could exist; 
without chaos, nothing could grow. It is here, on the knife-edge between programming and art—between the 
instinct for order and the impulse towards anarchy—that I believe digital art exists. Likewise, it is here, poised 
between our tendency to seek meaning, and our inability to find any, that I believe art exists. Arts purpose, if 
there is one, is to create something thought-provoking and, perhaps, alluring. By merging the muted organic 
tones of nature with the loud inorganic colours of modern artefacts, such as automobiles and crystalline 
skyscrapers, I hope to have achieved this—an abstract landscape as ordered as it is chaotic, as simple as it is 
complex, and as meaningful as it is hollow. 
 
 
  




